
PSYCHEDELICREVIEW

statement that Dr. Laing is deluded, "Few people Dr. Laing's position on the basis of his own BOOK REVIEWS

who have experienced either the psychotomi- richness of experience and general Wehan-
metic or the psychedelic experience (except per- schauung. This includes, of course, his ready THEVARIETIESOF PSYCHEDELICEXPERIENCE confinement to the shrunken world of psychiatric medicine
haps Dr. Laing) can convincingly delude identification with Society, or as he puts it, "the BY R. E. L MASTERSAND JEAN HOUSTON or the even more terrestrial realm of laboratory psychology.
themselves . . .', with some statements that Dr. Good Society", such as one that produces NATO Holt,Rinehart and Winston. Anthropology, parapsychology, comparative religion and
Hoffer, himself, makes in the course of his letter: and NATO sponsored conferences, as well as New York, Chicago, San FronciKo. $7.95 mythology, philosophy and the creative arts are finding this

the physical treatments of 'mental disease', i.e. materiel!of urgent relevance.Indeed, specialistsin thesefields

1. "... psychedelic reactions . . . were the basis electroshock therapy, leucotomy, tranquilizers, One man's glowing rose, this book says, can be another man's who are awake to this urgency have been educated and live
of Christianity, of Alcoholics Anonymous, of and custodial care mental hospitals, all examples epiphany. In presenting a rich and comprehensivecatalogue their lives in precisely those areas of which medical men are
Synanon, and of Schizophrenics Anonymous· of, to use Dr. Hoffer's words, "oil the goodness of the varieties of psychedelicexperienc4,the authors ore also most ignorant, and often mostafraid. As somec_eonce said,

in society which is mobilized to help the sick putting down the varieties of "psychedelic swamis" -- that sciencemakes major contributions to minor needs. There are

2. "The devils in our society are barely tolerated become well·" growing herd for whom "empathy becomes mystic union; more things in heaven and earth than are discernible by
most of the time. ss depersonalisotion becomesthe Body of Bliss; and spectacular orthodox Kientific, and particularly medical, methods.

On the basis of his letter, I remain to be con- visual effects, the Clear Light of the Void. Without having

3. "Madness may take only two forms, (a) tho vinced, either of the accuracy and merit of his gained the stability, maturity, and elasticity to assimilate -- It is no longer a controversial issuewhether or not persons
madness of the devil and (b) the madness of the polemic, or the point of view which Dr. Hoffer Easternvalues, the leap from Western games ii usually into who have token the drug should ho disqualified for research.
saint." seems to want to substantiate· a nebulouschaos seen as Eastern truth." On the contrary, they ore far better equipped.

4. "if schizophrenia is madness, society will Joseph FI. Berko, M.D. For some, psychedelics have wonderfully multiplied all the -- It is not LSD,but the mishandling of a session,which Is
deal with it as it did during the days of the devicesfor self-evasion. This book, among other good things, the key factor in LSD psycho-:L
inquisition." Kingsley Hall could ho a primer for people who have o high stake in their
Finally, Dr. Hoffer would have us disregard London, England own gullibility. They have reached an agreement with the -- One of the most clear-cut lessonsfrom psychedelicresoarch

leaders of the PsychedelicRevolution based on a misunder- is that hospital and clinical settings should be avoided. They
standing. However free these followers are of the hostile and create more paranoia, more bodily symptoms, and restrict

militant farms of complacency they are opposed to, no form travel to fewer dimensions. Instead a qualified guide, and a
of complacencyis altogether benign, natural, or otherwise congenial, setting are necessary.

The authors feel that psychedelicsoffer the bust accessyet to -- Psychedelics,however, should not be made available to

thecontentsand processesof the humanmind; the book's dust everybody. Indiscriminate use with unstable subjects and
jacket soys this is the first comprehensiveguide to the effects people of low intelligence can be either dangerous or futile.

Dear Dr· Metzner: students who experiment with pot or LSD may of LSDon human personality. Both statementsare true. The experiencehas proved most rewarding for deeply honest,
Tho editorial itt Psychedelic Review Number 8 run as high as 10 per cent." It is evident from introspective individuals who are highly motivated toward

contains a quotation from an article written by the statement in The Notion that the proportion Here are the authors' points of view on issues of immediate growth and expansion.
Dr. Harvey Powelson and by me which is mis- of students who experiment with pot or LSD is concern:
leading. Tho quotation reads, ' . . . according considerably less than ten per cent, when all - Psychedelicsprovide accessto symbolic integral levels of
to estimates published recently in the (sic) Nation college campuses are considered· - Although "research has been directly insured by o mis- the psyche beyond those touchedby psychoanalysisand ply-
· . ., 'the proportion of college students who ex- I should appreciate your publishing this car- sianismasunwarranted as it is undesirable," it must,of course, chotherapy where the encounter is usually with literal life
poriment with pot or LSD may run as high as rection in the Psychedelic Review. be continued.Equally important -- and here they must he history and related affect.
10%' . . ." The statement in The Natien reads: Sincerely yours, given full marks -- it should continue without the crippling

"But on campuses where cosmopolitan students Mervin B. Freedman, Chairman limitation of control by a single profession. Researchinto tho -- Therefore, psychedelicsopen up possibilities of work on
congregate -- large city campuses or prestigious Department of Psychology phenomenaof the psychedelicexperiencesofar contraindicates these levels that aims not at restoring the sick to hoolth, but
small liberal arts colleges -- the proportion of Son Francisco State College
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at enabling comparatively hnelthy Indivldvals to reofze growth itl phenomeno_gy, their stated concern is to make order avl individuals all of these effects would also apply to merljuono, to guides, tho ground is well covered end the OqilenisatinopotenHals wh_h _br, m hal net yet begun to deKttbe, much of end d_ive _ thing of value from, its wide songe of

less understand, sonNtousoeu-changkql effects. The book is hsocl on the work it wes therefore all the more strange to read in the second of the mgterial is excellent. Jean Houston, who is brgely m-
chapter that the eathors are ignorant of this. and in comparing sponliblv far tvolving thli al)progch to h psycheKIblic ox-

of 15 years end the first-hand observation of 206 drug self:om it with ether psychesl_llc u_restimate its usefulness, perionre might do well to write another bk de-Zoned spedfi-

-- "lnstoat psycl_otherepy" is in fact poldble at certain levels (both I_yoto end LSD) plus Inte_iews with 214 voluntary sub- cally as o manual. I suspect Che is more than capable of filling
of the expeirbs_ca. _ct8. it therefore includes mxounts of lluitled end unguided Centuries ago, a papof pro_ouncamat ageIMt the Amrh_an it with Imaginative gems -- for bo_ subject end guide --

Nsdonl, both nugefive end podHve experiences, but favors
Indian uN of peyote reeds "We tho Inclvldtors against hera. that would carry the tubtest into tron-Ztinfi steins end boyoncL

-- PsychqKIblics olio make teligiou8 and mystical exporinncal 'normal subjects over psychiatric pathmtL lic_ peryordty . , . by virtue of apostolic euthorlty declare, It could Include fuller descriptions of these #ad_itiinn states --

pomti_bie -- wisk qualifications, inmmuch 4esthe herb coiled peyote has bn Introduced into like maps that indicate aouroodL The four stages could p,_FIt.To other research workers, the oeothors cofitrlbute an obund.
tho provinces . . . it is en oct of _erlfiticm condemned m ably be deKrthnd with more ex4empb, that weald include ·

-- The true psychedelic mystical expodrbm Is hlgl_r end anm of deto_hKI doicrlpfiort eod verbatim accounts. Reports OppOlNKI to tho purity and integrity of the Holy Catholic cross-section of different Intelicctuol, profei_omzl, emotional
fuller then thoro achieved by I_ _rodilbnal methods which follow the passage through what they describe as new dion- faith. The foateshts I_ggest Intervention with the Devil, the and phylicel typos of indivldualL
follow If_ path of o/_iterotl_n -- the via mqlat/vm. Ibtreat from dons of 4awareness to lelf. knowbdge and file transforming nmi authority of this vim." if the Inquldtton were m)t still

tho phes_memd world, end _ contracfio_ of conndousneN experiences which bring about the octuellsing of latent capacl, with us, large Kale research would he allowed to kcap poco The psychedelic experience of the body can be rugorcled 4:15

i, Jell care then th_ psydtedldic eJE_n_on wlddl inc_hudes G ties, philosophical reorieatetinn, ood 4mlotlonol and J_nle_q, with private exploratk)ns in these areas and would alto be enything from a regrettobhD necasdty to a source of wonder;

wealth of phenemencL at.homneN in I_ world. In stor_s of rituals end encounters abic to reach bock in history to man'l k)fig end veried uso 4:1temple of h spirit or 4:1ore machine. An entire cha_tef

with th4 exotic, the lihem#ng effects of new dlmnsiofis of of conKbusneN-eXpol%dlng materiels. The fact that marl_uena is given to the phenomena of the body image -- of distortions

Nonetheless, the bo_k is non-mystical. The authors' phenom- fontasy are apparent, has been known end used bahai&dolly for at Imlct 5000 yHrs both positive end negative involving whole or pert of the

analogical q)ffrooch to the psychedelic experiem_ ic given and is still legally condem_td by 4:1culture that is ainlolt be_Kly.There ore descr/ptinns of changes in s/z4 end _mlfigvro.

an exdusively Wectqwn orinntuetofi. There is, of coe_rm, an Whlb the authors did not q_KJfically att out to explore '_4 totally ignoroat of th4 full range of its effects, is in fha spirit fiofi; the transformation into pure om,gy or dissobfion into

obvious irony In 4:1fforlng this os cm entldote to the prevailing dynem_N of ritual _ metaphor -- each en index of trans- of the inquidtlon. And the author's ignorance -- either of the ne-body; welghffeJ_n_s ,end invitation; the light of eternity

East winds. The West. with Ills addiction to cos_quest and ex- amchmt perception -- their records of psychedelic experiences effects or the intelligent ow of marijuana -- is 4:1direct out. tod the Ik)dy of Bliss; mtemrphods into animal form; "thing.
trovorskm, and its obstinate IntelleKJq_d coemq_rtmeatolicm s., provide on Important port of _ neaessory raw remrch ma- some of this constrnint, Ificatlofi"; and trafismatatinn Into othor sobd4enc_L CcmKines,

in fad, be/ag undenmlnesl by ff_ continuous movement of terlol. Is_ the plyched_lic wm_d me_phore can be encountered ness can bo inCaliNKI in a p_rticulor part of the body which
S&va's tocluctlvt dam. In _n ndmitteslly clumsy fashion, fit_ beyond the Iougu_l_ of words ood mental Images, In the Morljuono can also be a helpful diagnostic for initiates to the may coexist with fi_ subjeK_s ueual conKinvmas$, or tho

West wcmt_ to jean in. There ore hunger point and growing physiological rec_tons of lent_tlons and mavoment_, where LSD experience. And again after Nssionl, for enolydng and usual ConKiou_,eN may "chits its plc_ of re-Zdenca.~ There

pains evident in shifting serial val_s, poitinal philosophy, pochaps they originated and whore the mind/body Iplit my sustaining its effects. It carl work with effective persistence to may be "Internal ewereneN _ (quotes thnirs) of body foes-

a_l h_ alativo certs. In ImpmNIOniltlc terms, these Is a m4_q_ be healed. The frequency with which exotic places occur it correct, balance, expend eft aq_-ts of porsofiof exporbnso fiems, or an exporinnm of tho "ink landtlcapo ~ (mine),
mens from Yang to Yin, from cladng to bning, from cKtton to itself a mtophor for gning beyond; end the Ipoataneous {er omi behavior. It is therefore o uNdul thorcq)eufic tool; it cc_ The body my elm become involved in 4:1Wonderland of micra.

debctatlem, f_m fame to _nteat, fr_m game to play, from guided) psychedelic ritual -- like ell dtuals -- is a pledge of be en aid to memory _,ecall and d_KM_ analyiJs; to peeper end _sndc eJqperbr,_lc,

domlnam_ to complimntothm, from h dielestlc to the p4_o- glf-trenemnde_ca, breathing that hods to grnehK lucidity and higher states of

dilx, from monJpuintlan to reverence, from prayer to rolatiofi, awareness; for the conscious dirt)oiling of inng-held masculor Of bcreodng th_rall_Ufic Import h! h addigon_ ev_onca
from power to cmthmtty, from h to dignity, from earn- Apart from Ntisfylng the remrch wochor, the bk's var. t_slons, sensory _N and NXUOf difficuhies, emong ilivan in this chapter that m)t only may a distorthm of h

estness to gaiety, f_m K_n to gentle mockery, from drink battm cKcauats of rituols, etdetic Imagery, and odve_tures In other things. It can eltor the negative body image -- end the ocaol body enrage c_ur, but 4:1 nemmlidng of a previously

to pot, a_d _ ff_ battlefield to ff_ bed. To t&o axe,itt synestheslo make up the so_ of surreal drcus thef will defighf body with it. It has been widely uled em a q_ur to imoglna, held distortm_ b_cly image.
that this is true, and to _ extmff tl_t psychesblics are ac- the Image-colicctor. Tkero Il 4:1"cacophony of Buddhas", on fiofi and to humor thso4rgh paradox. And os an entree into

tolerating If_ mven_nt In Shit diredfem, the m_sore m "olfoct_y Welpurgisnacht' a dktmond cat with 4:1tractate the complex world of great poetry, pointing, mu-Sc, it can tn this connection the mirror Image Is susmpfibhl to manipub.

inoklng back, not fm_m_d, meeyow ~ -- end many mm'e inddo. F_r byers of the fey effect an orgy of comprehension of lasting velue, t_n by either sobiect or guide. Othorl who have q_at psyche-

them am evefi elves that Ipoak In verso, cleric time with 4:1mirror ond hove recugnlsed it m 4:1payor*
Heweve_ that may he, they ochinve what hy set eat to do. n_ chapters which follow the introductory end historical ful transforming theraf)evtlc Instrumnt. will find confitmatio_

They make no attempt to ginmdm fha exp_enm; in fect, In the book's first chopter there is a long and comprehensive ope_r_ occabrate In momentum end _tchness, each -- ap. In the authors' wol'k an Ifm refibctqKI body Image, A psyche-

they Nene to go eat of thnir way to avoid It. By reseeding list of the psychological efftcts of LSD and peyote. For sofi_ prepriately for _ subject -- more than the lost. As · guide delic game with Infinite regress, like tho subject le4ddng at
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his body looking at his body looking at his body -- or the experiences occur. The guide must respect the fact that each analytic stage of reflections and memories. It is on this level large part dismissed as part of the exotics of psychedelics.
projection of consciousness away from the body -- con all bo experience is in significant ways very individual. He should when the world can be seen without deceit or illusion, and They are' also cautious concerning Leary's "seductive" idea of

done with mirrors. Rut the authors have found that for a large be aware of the importance of expectation, of set and setting, when memories formerly misinterpreted or preserved in invalid the ecstatic state as a parallel of current scientific discovery.

percentage of people, mirror-gazlng results in unpleasant nog- and of preparation prior to the session. He must be highly form can assert themselves with accuracy, that "instant psycho- and take a don't-know attitude to "unlocked genetic codes,

afire distortion. What this implied antipathy literally reflects literate and have psychedelic experiences of his own in order therapy" is first possible, revealed nuclear enigmas, and perceived infinities of intra-
of a culture alienated from the body is unfortunately left un- to belt structure the experiential context of the session in cellular communication." But they suggest instead that now

explored. The authors -- at least in the presentation of their relation to the subject's goals. He can trigger metamorphoses The symbolic level which follows can compensate for the reis- scientific knowledge may be providing the stuff of myth.

material -- are shy of social criticism, both physical and psychological. He can suggest descent, guide tire paucity of rites of passage in our socioty. Now the sub- making and may constitute the present domain of sacred

It is probably for this reason that the reader Is sold short in fantasy and when necessary, effectively divert negative feeling ject can participate in mythic and ritualistic dramas which knowledge. The authors are equally wary of parapsychology.

the succeeding chapter dealing with the subject's experience and imagery. He must steer a course of gradual intensification represent to him -- in terms both universal and personal -- If their work has involved imaginative thought and experl-

of other persons. Since, for many people, the psychedelic ex- and expansion. By using traditional symbolic devices he can his own place in the world. The book describes the myths mentation in these areas, the book deliberately conceals it.

perience itself abounds with insights into the dynamics of inter- facilitate participation in allegorical dramas. His knowledge which, because of their continuing potency and relevance to
personal relations, it is all the more dlsoppointing thai the of mythology must be sufficient to make a choice of mythic the human condition, occur most frequently. Among them are Straight professiorml criticism, and criticism that derives from

authors instead remark only upon the new ow revived aware- structure for the third level of the experience based on the myths of Creation, of the Sacred Quest, of the Eternal Return, temperamental preferences are distinguishable only at the
ness and appreciation of others, and of the obvious llnk preceding recollective-onolyticol materials. Like Virgil he can and of Paradise and Fall. The myth of the Child Hero striving most superficial leYel. It is below that level that I feel the

between hostility and negative distortions, and between love lead the subject to the realm of changeless eternity and there toward self-realisation, and the encounter or identification commitment to work with LSD grows out of an impatience

and Positive distortions. Although they give full warning of show him the manifold asl_ects of reality. But the guide's with the Trickster or Wise Fool with his tragicomic revelation (to put it mildly) with the dispensable, distorting, and crip-

the dangers of solipsism and miscalled experiences of em- participation must stop at the threshold of the integral level of the essential paradox, produce some of the molt rewarding piing limitations that inhibit human patontiol. Thf true leaders

pathy, them is no depth analysis of the dynamics of reis- just as Dante was left at the Portals of the "realms of bliss", insights. Participation in myth and ritual is found to be more of the Psychedelic Revolution are those whose happiness is

tionchlp. On the interporsonal level, extraordinary aberrations, The integration of early eidetlc imagery into a purposive profound than participation in historical events or in the eva- dependent on dynamic change or progress -- and whose de-

both perceptual and conceptual -- in and out of psychedelic ideation-image-censotion-affect complex is of great importance lutionary process which also occur at this level. And it is the spair is really the desperate need for unfamiliar terminals.
sessions -- are often the result of o failure to see one's own in achieving tho final transcendent, transforming state, total involvement in these dramas that is required to charge They know that LSD can be a powerful force for social change

behavior as a function of the other's. LSD con also facilitate the experience with transformative potency, and for undermining existing corrosive value systems. They

a good look into those strategic games that achieve desired Each of the four levels of the psychedelic dosce_t are described ore those who are more at home with uncertainty and Sm-

identity-for-the-other at the expense of salt-alienation, and documented with verbatim accounts in separate chapters At the fourth and final level there occurs a confrontation with permanence than with dogma and ctasis. Unable Io forget

which comprise the second half of the book. (These correspond what is variously described as the Ground of Being, God, the extent to which we are each inhabited by uninvited guests

The imaginative alertness and quick recognition of tilt signals for the most part to the Leary-AIpert-Metzner garda levels, Noumenon, Mycterlum, or Essence. To qualify as a true or _ parents, educators, politicians -- they know that LSD con

required of o guide are we BI described, and many tips are minus the re-entry.) The perceptual feast and abundance of full religious experience this encounter must bo charged with help discover these occupants and the ways in which they

given for diverting the subject either from chaos or the preset- eidetic images characterizing the sensory stage, should have "intense affect which rises to emotional crescendo climaxed use truth as a convenience. The leaders are those who have

ration of normal categorical orientation. With some subjects as its major function the deconditioning of the subject. With by death and purgation of some port of the subject _and rebirth peered long into their own darkened hands until they burst

for example, it may be necessary for the guide to extend the heightened perception, the subject no longer sees objects in into a new higher order of existence." Only a very small per- into flames and filled their vision with a dazzling light. Their

initial stage of sensory awareness and to lead them into terms of the labels and functions which usually vitiate the centage of the authors' subjects experienced this. And like work is part of the universal rumble of enslaved conscious.

synesthesios in order to create a "working liaison" between immediacy of full visual perception. Individuals who qualify as student-candidates for Kabalistic ness that is just beginning to be board.

sensory and psychic realms before inviting them to explore The authors regard images as "clothed affect", and in sharp teachings, they are all over 40, with a highly integrated, per-

the psycho-dynamics of the second level, disagreement with Aldous Huxley, they justly see the signifi- ceptive intelligence. Since society has agreed to denigrate malcontents, when mai-
canal of the eidetic image not simply as identical with its own contents themselves are mystified by this indictment, they

The method of guiding is bouKI on a pattern of "descent" being, but as an unemployed player awaiting recruitment into A considerable effort is made to sort out the ambiguities in- become either society's sleeping giants -- or its inmates. It

corresponding to major levels of the psyche. These have already the subject's personal drama, herent in mysticism and to distinguish the various types of is good that this book lea_es the limits of potentiality undo-

been described as being the sensory, the recollective-anolysic, mystical and religious experience from their symbolic OhO- fined; but not good that there is nothing of the trenchant

the symbolic, and the integral. This fractional model of the Symbolising tho environment marks the transition info the k)gues. The authors are strict in their criteria far what con- criticism of social values implied by the widespread use of
drug state is given with suggested techniques that permit next stage and is the "gateway phenomenon" which indicates stitutes the encounter with the Other on the integral level, psychedelics. LSD is not a panacea. Neither has it been

access to deeper levels where more rewarding transformative that the voyage inward has begun. This is the recollective- and what Leary describes as the religious experience il in proved to cause irreversible damage. But even if all the LSD
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research and private oxplorafion dmuld end now, enough mand that he who still refuses to see o golk_ng bari no psyofism and the spread of the religion in rpite of this IndlonapoltL PI) 448, $10.liG.

has been learned for ut to thml more effectively titan before a tomato Id_4_id he looked ulp4m o$ o cretin." rejection. "Much ovldence has been discovered that indicates

with the destructiveness of orhitrory limits. The authors taka that members of the Native American Church are seriously and Dove Solomon, who eoriler edited "LSD: The Consciousnesi.

cz vow of cmtl-muiofilsm, yet thair bim_ -- which Is well The final stages of every revobtlon have been checked by strongly committed to their religkm, including its uN of peyote, Expanding Drug", has gathered together czll the most Impor-

beyond any of the other recent bks on rite cobj4Kt -- timidity, pragmatic compromise, and cz failure of imaginotlne, and that if necessary they will suffer imprisonment rather than rant popors off the "holy herb ~, thus eorrecttng finally and

presents at tim Nme time _ of the itronl_st evldet_se of In futom writings about psychedelics, the new information czbandon the church oncl wig fight cases through the courth inexcusable lack of public information. This is the basic

the mlrocb powers of psychedelics. They have Indulgod In which lOOms from on OXperionco of total Involvemont and whether tribal, stoto or hKlerol, ia long as they experience reference book on marihuana. Imduded am extracts from

mm gentb chiding of Ab Huxby and Akin Watts (with delight with richness chouid hove a nerrosponding style. Hot legal restrictlom. ~ historical, sociological studies by Harmon Taylor, Howard

too little praise to suit their fans), but unlike Huxley and a repetition of the old but cz serponse to challengez not a hcker and Alfred Lindesmith; Timothy bry's Town Hall

Watts they hove OilrmKI to numb thdr visiefiory powers, comforting, canine Indulgem, but a finely directed mdl. MAIN AND CONSCIOUS EXPERIENCE. study Week SOp. Lec_re; literary pieces by Rabelais, Goatler, huclelolm, Paul
once. Naither the enemies of LSD nor ti_ fence-sitters J_z4Jkl 2E-Oct. 4, 1964, of the Pontiflca Acocliemia Scientlorum. Bowies, Terry Southern, Alien Glncherg; the complete Mayor's

I om speaking from tho point of view of wkat might be he perm_ttod to dilute the new awareness or con us out of Edited by Sir John Eccles. Springer ¥orkzg Now York, 1966. Report -- She outstanding, long out of print authoritative study

called meta-or poro.anthcopolegy. Society cuts its own pot. the fullest expression of it. Timothy Loory may have issued Pp 591. S16.li0. of marihuana; several scientific papers on the medical end

I_rn out of total reality. It forbids trovul into ames It a moratorium on psychndelic selllonl to oppeaco our elders, therapeutic uses of cannabis; as weft cji the Marihuana Tu

choosel to ignore end clemarcotes Its boundaries with taboos but new information requires a new amd&urn of eXl_rOllbfi, This book is a reprint of conferenco p_pors and dIKussiom on Ad of 1937. To quote Hum_ry Omlond on this bookl "Every

and danger signs. The psychedelic exporlefim can be h or we kill it by belug kind to others. "the most Important questions thczt man con ask about himself modor will born semathlng surprising, disconcerting, and,

eqaivabot of cz voyc_e to cz drczngo land -- an exploration and his relation to tho material wo_d." The contributors ora oven mom often, puzzling about h hemp plonl't long,

of a world beyond what czny given Nciety orbltrczrily coils When the Galileo of tirecht's play, Intoxicatnd by the mw outstanding world experts In their fields. To mention only cz strongo, czmblvobnt asloclatlon with mankind. Most readors

reality. The records of psychedelic experiences (and of irons- visiofi of the heavens he hod mode possible, was told by few al exczmpless "Sensory nmchanilms in perception" by R. win find . . . that some of their precanmptiofis must be

cencbntal psychosis) are the h'avulbrs' tabs of today. From his assistant to calm himself, he tornecl omi mid, "Andreos, A. Groait, Profesmf of Neurophysioiegy, Stockholm; "Speech, modified or even extensively revised In the light of this

this standpoint tho fur,ctlbn of IN4b mc_lnesm and psyche- excite yourlelfl _ perception and the co,ex" by Prof. wildor Penfteid of the oxcollent book."

delics Is to break the con,raining binds of ortlflcinf or orbl- Montreal Neurological Institute; "Brain mechcznisms and states

_rary boundaries, crud go beyond _ fur those confused by polygonal reviews, the beak Is good. of ConKioucoesl' by prof. fi. H. Jasper, University of Montreal; UGHT SHOW MANUAL. by Bob Ibck. Privately Printed. Avnil-
Rmzd it and see. "Conscious experienco and mmory' by Sir John Eccbs; able from the author at 1540 Conill Mom, Los Ang4_l,

When psychedelic symbols cznd oxporieficol ore _ together 'ConKboS Control of Actiofi, by Prof. D. McKCZy; "Ethology Calif. 9Q02li. S3.QQ

in on ontholegy, they ore, In o functlonol canna, b_ng UHKI Joan WnKott and consclonsne, ~ by Dr. W. H. Thorpe. Differing In quality This oxcolleat little m4_uol contains a v_mlth of extremely

as signs. It Is essenticzlly for this reason thczt while I respect and clarity, czswell as In approach, these papers nevortholeu useful, practical information for cznymm involved In color-

the authors fotr fulfilling fi_lr obligation to de well what THE PEYOTE RELIGION AMONG THE NAVAHO. by David F. provide some fczKInafing pie_s of Information and occasional light thaws of any kind. It Includes o deKtipfiofi0 with ndvon-

they set out to de, I balk at the resemb4onm the book brl Aborle. A Publication of tim Wennor-Grefi foundation for flashes of InSpired formulations. No coherent plctore of the togas and limltattofis, of the major commonly used systems:

to o text. It Is clP_ficolt nat to apprc_se it by mmporlng the Anthropological Remrch, Inc. Aldino Publlching Co., Chicago, brain-conKieusness sltoation emerges, most of the contributors "wot Idmws ~, cok_rcound trczndators, cokxr organs, "crystal

farces that press upon the authors with the falcon they IlL 1966. FI) 454. SI0.00 still strugg#ng with the old CorteLIofi body.mind catogories, trips", "Programmed image syslems", I_rotectlon kalaidoKope,

release. Theirs Is serioucooss, but not 'high' serbl_teSL The This monograph Is o splendid example of American soclol but the sidelights from the neuroieglsts, the blod_mists, the overhead projectkms, strobe _ghts etc. It also contains a gu4de

reader l$ c_nSeClU4mtiy furced to Norch exposition and style 14dencoat Its massivn bast. _ pages of small type, dozen* ethologists and potholegists ora often Ilbminall_ng, to eqaipmefit and where to get It, bib#ogrczphy, names of

for cbs to the motivating factors behind this rematch; this of statistical tablet and charts, detailed diKussions of and color.light artists, lists of relevout patents, cznd czrfid# by

reveals cz lack of vtt_fi cznd of affect oppraprlato to the lengthy quotations from the works of other scholars, oiebo* THE MARIHUANA PAI_RS. Edited by David Solomon. Intro_ Jean Mayo, Dr. Henry Hill. Robert Williams, circuit dlagroms,

subiect. One cloy when computers are os_gned the task of rate attempts to "classify" peyofism: "Unlike mn T super- ductlon by Alfred Undesmlth, Ph.D. llobbs-Marrill Co., Inc.. pictures etc. Highly mcomm4mded far any "psychedelic c_tlst".

assembling Infornmtion diqsenNrs, czcm_mic writing will be notorolly-orlented movements genercztod by American Indian

liberated to on extent unknown today, and intollectoczll will gro_ps after concluest, the church Is redemptive, rather than

he allowed _ luxury of clisclosi_ti! their deepest driving trcznsfarmofive or even reformative." Tho book includes o

forcos and hJr wildest dreams. The style with which o lengthy and datailecl history of the Navaho tribe, czs well os

vision is presented thouid bear the cam4 intoxicating chczl- of h peyote cult in particular. It presents detailed deKrip-

long4 and conviction os Iketon had when be sc_th "1 de- tlons and hiltory of tho tribal and outside opposition to
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PSYCHEDELIC REVIEW BOOK REVIEWS

Lisa tieberman, Seuloa Gemm People Play. A Manual for the logical structure of the eye which become visible under cedures for connecting, it may be considered a sort of manual psychedelics may be mentioned here. These represent primarily

UJe of LSD. Psychedelic Information Center, 26 Boylston Str., psychedelic drugs. In a valuable new introduction, Kluver for the college student aspiring to be a "head". Presumably quick exploitations of a current interest by the paperback pub-

Cambridge, W,. _tOO suggests that if we look beyond these formal constants, "vari. this is a fealure of the book not intended by author or lishers. Typically they are written in a few weeks, and based

ability and inconJtoncies appear to be the most constant publishers, on already published newspaper and magazine articles. For

This little 36-page booklet is probably the bast simple, straight- feature of hallucinatory and other subjective phenomena. Il anyone who has been following the psychedelic scene they do

forward introduction to the use of psychedelics available. The would be even more challenging to consider, on the basis of a John Cathman, The LSD Story. Fawcett Publications, 1966, 50c not hold anything new. Cashman's and Young and Hixson's

games described include "Get Me Out of This", "This One still broader psychological analysis, that instability, fluctua- Warren Young and Joseph Hixson, LSD on Campus. Dell, 1966, volumes stress recent developments and present extended

Doesn't Count", "Baby", "Let's Have an Orgy", "Mind tion, and oscillation are characterlslics that various subjective 60c William H. Bischoff, The Ecstasy Drugs. University Circle discussions of the career of Timothy Leafy. Louria, who is

Reader", "Messiah" and others, Essentially the model proposed phenomena, including hallucinations, share with olfactory, Press, 1966, 75c Donald B. Louria, The Nightmare Drugs. Packet Governor Rockefeller's advisor on narcotics, and self-appointed

for taking LSD is one of gaining understanding or insight into emotional and sexual phenomena." Books, 1966, $1 state-expert on LSD, makes a misguided and ignorant attack on

self. No mention is made of the possibility of death-rebirth or LSD, attempting to llnk it to narcotics. Most of the chapters

mystical experiences. However as a preliminary manual, for An important and stimulating book. For the sake of completeness, four recent paperbacks on in the book deal with drugs other than LSD.
someone with no prior acquaintance with either psychedelics

or mystical experiences, this booklet is highly worthwhile. We Richard Aipert, Sidney Cohen & Lawrence Schiller. LSD. New

hope thai hlgh-school and college-students wh ........ ider- American Library, 1966, S1.95, e. ii ,_e i_,,l_'ale:''iOscO''':c . ..ran_as,,lng experimenting with LSD would read this first.

This book gives an admirable picture of the complete break- 4 Co]or r3Jnbow poster 14"x20% _2.00 each.

Heinrich Kluver, Mescal end Mechanisms of Haffuclaatlane. down of communication between the advocates and oppo-

University of Chicago Press, 1966, Pp 108, hordcover edition nents of LSD. Three dozen central questions are answered ;.:' ti '._, ' _ _ i:
$3.95, paperback $1.50. independently by Cohen and Ayert, the former emphasizing ':, _" _ ; ,J '

the dangers, the irresponsible uses, the alarming social impli. ' ! _,"_ ': _< A .'

This book is ct reprint of Kluver's important 1928 monograph cations; the latter stressing the creative and evolutionary .'A -r',' '_ _ _..,

Mescal, piul a paper on Mechonlsml of Halu'lnatiom6, first potentials of the psychochemicals. The photographs in this :_ J
published in 1942, subsequently reprinted in Illychodelk large-format volume, taken by Larry Schiller, who was respon-

Review #7. sible for the Life essay on LSD, show various group "trips". i

The Life picture showing a glrl in agony ore seen here in the
Professor Kluver, whose work as a professional psychologist context of the whale trip, in which the agony was a small

has centered mainly on the relationship of brain alterations part of an overall ecstatic experience. Most of the pictures,

to various perceptual and cognitive processes, here addresses token as they are with little or no awareness of the subjective

himself to an analysis of the structure of drug-induced sensory effects of LSD, are pretty unconvincing, except in showing i
changes. He asks the question: are there any constants in that people under the effects of LSD still look like people.

hallucinatory phenomena, features that cut across the manifoldindividual differences? His answer is there are certain form- '

constants, viz. a) grating, lattice, fretwork, filigree, honeycomb Richard Goldstein, ! in 7: Drng! on Compae. Walker & Co.,

or chess-board, b) cobweb, c) tunnel, funnel, alley, cone or (New York), 1966, $4.95.

vessel, d) spiral. Moreover, these form-constants are also found

in other stoles, such as bypnagogic hallucinations, entopfic This study by o reporter was widely serialized in major news.

phenomena, insulin hypoglycemia, or in looking at rotating papers across the country. Rased on interviews with students. _elld check or money order [o:
discs with block and white sectors, administrators, police and health officials, it presents a more

or I.... traighff ..... d pict .... f the drug .... pa. .... in PSYCHEDELICENTERPRISES,INC.
The recent wine of Gerald Oster (Psychedelic Review #7) sug- various colleges. Giving the current jargon for each college, as BOX498, Peter Stuyvesant Station, New York, N.Y. 10009
gests that these form-constants may be aspects of tho physlo- well as the relevant geographical locations and common pro_
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